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Companies realize the importance 
and need of digital transformation 
within their organization.
In order to successfully implement modern workplaces, companies need 
to be aware of the objectives pursued. This workshop helps companies to 
identify the status quo and to develop a roadmap for transformation.

Digital change is not a trend anymore and 
it seems that German companies have 
realized it, finally. For successful 
transformation, companies need to know 
their own digital transformation agenda –
but also need to do a lot of homework for 
it. 

Digital workplaces enable companies to 
realize new, more effective ways of 
working, increased employee 
engagement, higher agility, and consumer-
oriented styles and technologies. For 
companies, the key to growth in today’s 
fast-evolving environment is the ability to 
increase relevance.

Digital transformation and the 
implementation of digital workplaces can 
be an intimidating challenge. Therefore, 
AppSphere is offering this workshop to 
get companies prepared for their 
transformation process resulting in a 
clear target IT landscape and actionable 
plan

CHALLENGES IDEAL SOLUTION DESIRED OUTCOMES



Companies realize the importance 
and need of digital transformation 
within their organization.
AppSphere implements future-proof IT workplace concepts and solutions 
with a holistic approach to business requirements and user demands with 
long-standing expertise and extensive technological knowledge.

The majority of companies in Germany 
estimate the impact of digital change on 
their own business as above-average. At 
the same time, a digital strategy has only 
been implemented below average. Only 
35 percent of German companies do have 
a digital strategy so far.

Traditional paradigms no longer work – so 
how are they able to deliver business 
value in this new era? The answer is 
digitalization – especially regarding 
workplace and business process demands 
to accommodate .

Companies that performed this 
workshop with AppSphere were able to 
present a clear and actionable plan to 
launch a Modern Workplace program / 
projects and to achieve the elaborated 
target IT landscape and the benefits of it 

CHALLENGES IDEAL SOLUTION DESIRED OUTCOMES



Modern Workplace Transformation Workshop
AppSphere‘s workshop helps companies to identify the status quo regarding 
their organization, objectives and requirements as well as to define targets. 
Based on the business processes, consultants will develop a customized target IT 
architecture/landscape that is heavily based on modern Microsoft cloud 
solutions like Office 365 and Azure services, to meet demands for mobility, 
collaboration & communication, speed, productivity, lower IT cost etc.

• Evaluation of current status
• Description of requirements and use 

cases

Identification of Status Quo

• Description & visualisation of target 
image and services 

• Development of a clear roadmap
• Transparency in regards to timeline, 

responsibilities & dependencies

Definition of Objectives

• Agile IT infrastructure
• State-of-the-art technology and 

solutions based on Microsoft 
technology

• Transparent & clearly defined steps

Future-Proof IT-Environment



AppSphere AG, Modern Workplace Transformation 
Workshop & the MS Technology Stack

Smooth transformation process with quick wins thanks to a clear and transparent roadmap

Our promise to you: Get clarity and transparency with AppSphere’s workshop on your current status and your target image. 

Provide technology and experiences that 
help teams work together, enable 
productivity, and help drive digital 

transformation. 

Transform the way you work

When employees feel enabled to do their 
best work, they are engaged and happy. The 

attractiveness for high-skilled workers 
is increased in a highly competitive 

recruiting market. 

Achieve higher engagement and 
productivity 

Deploy, support, manage and use MS Office 
platform to empower your employees and to 

increase your competitiveness by adapting 
an agile working style.

Increase your competitiveness



Customer Success

“We were facing a real challenge because we identified that working efficiently cross-companywide 
together is THE critical competitive factor for the future. With AppSphere’s target image workshop, we 
had the opportunity to look at our entire IT landscape and to create a comprehensive plan of how the 
next generation should look like. We also took advantage to introduce agile methods to respond faster to 
our users’ needs.”, Hauke Otten, General Manager

CML Europe GmbH/CMiT Support Limited

“It was an outstanding workshop and I would like to reinforce the positive feedback regarding the 
summary presentation.”, Andreas Haritz, IT Department Manager “Infrastructure Services”

Joh. Berenberg, Gossler Co. KG

„The workshop addressed all my questions that has not been answered so far. Within a few hours I gained 
new perspectives on cloud services – especially in regards to flexibility and the variety of functionalities. 
They provide added value for the entire company and therefore I am now more than convinced. 
AppSphere has done really a great job!”, Thomas Reitz, Executive Vice President ICT ＆ CIO Group IT

NORMA Group Holding GmbH



Let's embark on your modern 
workplace transformation together
Call for more information: +49 7243 34887-0

Ask a question via email: sales@appsphere.com

Learn more

See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

https://appsphere-ag.com/zielbildworkshop/
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/consulting-services/appsphere.modern_workplace_jumpstart_workshop-preview?tab=Overview&flightCodes=modernworkplace

